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a b s t r a c t

Face recognition from Single Sample per Person (SSPP) is extremely challenging because only one

sample is available for each person. While many discriminant analysis methods, such as Fisherfaces and

its numerous variants, have achieved great success in face recognition, these methods cannot work in

this scenario, because more than one sample per person are needed to calculate the within-class scatter

matrix. To address this problem, we propose Adaptive Discriminant Analysis (ADA) in which the

within-class scatter matrix of each enrolled subject is inferred using his/her single sample, by

leveraging a generic set with multiple samples per person. Our method is motivated from the

assumption that subjects who look alike to each other generally share similar within-class variations.

In ADA, a limited number of neighbors for each single sample are first determined from the generic set

by using kNN regression or Lasso regression. Then, the within-class scatter matrix of this single sample

is inferred as the weighted average of the within-class scatter matrices of these neighbors based on the

arithmetic mean or Riemannian mean. Finally, the optimal ADA projection directions can be computed

analytically by using the inferred within-class scatter matrices and the actual between-class scatter

matrix. The proposed method is evaluated on three databases including FERET database, FRGC database

and a large real-world passport-like face database. The extensive results demonstrate the effectiveness

of our ADA when compared with the existing solutions to the SSPP problem.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Within the past decades, face recognition has received increasing
attentions owing to its wide range of potential applications, e.g.,
identity authentication, homeland security, surveillance, human–
computer interface and so on. Meanwhile, great challenges have
been confronted in current recognition systems due to the large
appearance variations in terms of illumination, expression, pose and
so on. Numerous methods have been proposed to improve face
recognition accuracy [1]. These methods can be roughly divided into
two categories: geometry based methods and appearance-based
methods [2]. The former describe a face using the relationship of
facial components, e.g., the relative position of eyes and nose, while
the latter represent the face using holistic appearance. In recent
years, appearance-based methods have become the dominant
approaches for face recognition.

Most appearance-based methods employ statistical learning
technology, in which many samples are assumed for each
person. So, the performance of these methods may be heavily
affected by the number of samples from each person. More
ll rights reserved.
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specifically, intra-personal and inter-personal variations may
not be correctly estimated when only few samples from each
person are available. Although a few methods are proposed to
learn a robust and effective model [3–5], they are not applicable
in the worst case that only single sample per person is available.
In this case, the performance of many methods, e.g., the most
popular Fisherfaces [6] will degrade seriously, or even fail to
work. However, such Single Sample per Person (SSPP) problem [7]
exists in many real-world applications, e.g., e-passport, watch list
screening, because it is generally difficult to collect more than one
sample per person in these scenarios. Hereafter, we call the
dataset with only single sample per person as single sample set.

Recently, many methods have been developed [8] to address
the SSPP problem, which can be roughly divided into three
categories according to the information used for learning the
recognition model as reviewed briefly in the following.

In the first category the single sample set was exploited as the
only training set for the model learning. Most of them attempt to
extract discriminative features for face recognition from SSPP. Some
early methods [9,10] exploited the feature from facial-points of the
single image. The typical methods employed the feature from the
local region [11–17]. In some of them, each single image was
partitioned into blocks which were further combined for the final
classification by using different methods, e.g., HMM [12] and SOM
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[13]. Other methods followed the holistic-feature based scheme. For
example, the Eigenface [18] estimated the total class scatter matrix
using only the single sample set which actually degenerated to the
between-class scatter matrix. Moreover, the various extension of
PCA can be also used for the SSPP problem, e.g., 2DPCA [19], (PC)2A
[20,21], and Kernel PCA [22]. In [23], the optical flow between
images was used to define an unequal feature weight based metric
measure. In [24], an LBP feature representation was proposed. In
[25], an approach using multiple representations for each image was
employed. In [26], an image was decomposed into two parts to
estimate the within-class and between-class scatter matrix respec-
tively. In [27,28], the neighboring information was employed to
obtain more discriminative low dimensional feature representation.
While the above methods have addressed the SSPP problem, most of
them are unsupervised methods which did not consider the intra-
class variations.

In the second category, multiple virtual images were generated
from each single sample such that the existing machine learning
technologies can be applied. In order to extract the intra-class
variations for each single sample, some researchers proposed to
synthesize virtual samples or partition a single image into sub-
images. After that, the single sample set was augmented to multiple

samples set with multiple samples per person, thus many discrimi-
nant analysis methods can be applied. In [29,30], new virtual images
were obtained by using the learned information. In [31–35], the
virtual images were generated via affine transformation, photo-
metric changes, noise perturbation, shifting and varying degrees of
edge information. In [36], a component-based method was proposed
by moving each face component along four directions to generate
virtual face images. In [37], Chen et al. directly partitioned one face
image into several sub-images with the same dimension and treated
these sub-images as multiple samples of each person. Other
researchers tried to generate the virtual images from new pose,
illumination and expression by rendering the recovered 3D face
model [38,39]. Overall speaking, all above methods need prior
knowledge to guide the generation of virtual images that implies
the estimation of ‘virtual’ intra-personal variations. However, how to
guarantee the quality and reality of the virtual images is still an
open problem for these methods.

In the third category, an auxiliary set containing multiple samples
per person from other subjects was exploited to assist in learning the
classification model, called generic set hereafter. Intuitively, the faces
of all human beings look alike, which implies that different persons
can have similar intra-personal variations. Therefore, the intra-
personal variations of subjects in the single sample set can be
approximated by using a generic set containing multiple samples
per person [7,40–46]. In [41], the linear discriminant analysis model
including both within-class and between-class scatter matrices was
learned based on the images in the generic set and then applied
directly to the single sample set for feature extraction. However, the
variation distribution of the generic set is often quite different from
that of the single sample set. Therefore, the discriminant model
learned from the generic set is more suitable to distinguish the
persons in the generic set but not those in the single sample set.

To address this problem, we previously proposed an Adaptive
Generic Learning (AGL) method [7] to estimate the within-class
scatter matrix of the single sample, based on the property that the
variance of the sum of independent random variables equals to
the sum of variance of each random variable. If images from
different persons are independent which means the cross covar-
iance matrix is zero, AGL can estimate an accurate within-class
scatter matrix for the single sample through least square regres-
sion on the samples from all subjects in the generic set. But if the
images from different persons are relevant, e.g., the images from
the subjects that look like each other, the cross covariance matrix
from different subjects cannot be ignored which inevitably leads to
degeneration of the estimation from AGL. To handle this problem,
we further proposed the Adaptive Discriminant Analysis (ADA) [46]
based on the fact that the persons whose appearances are similar to
each other also have similar intra-personal variations. So the within-
class scatter matrix of the subject with single sample can be better
estimated by using only the scatter matrices of the several look-
alikes (called neighbors) in the generic set who are most similar to
the single sample. In ADA, the estimation is obtained by linearly
combining the within-class scatter matrices of the neighbors, called
arithmetic mean, with the neighbors determined by kNN or Lasso
regression. However, in case of the neighbors spreading a large
region, a gap between the arithmetic mean and the ground truth
will appear. To deal with this, we further propose a new nonlinear
estimation of the within-class scatter matrix for the single sample
called Riemannian mean in this work.

Overall, this work is a combination and extension of our previous
methods AGL [7] and ADA [46]. The differences between this work
and the conference papers are as follows: (1) this paper combines
AGL and ADA into a unified framework (called Adaptive Discrimi-
nant Learning) and gives a detailed theoretical analysis (see Section
3); (2) this paper proposes a new nonlinear method to estimate the
within-class scatter matrix for single sample under the proposed
framework; (3) in the experiments of this paper, the accuracy of
estimation for the individual and total within-class scatter matrix is
additionally evaluated in terms of the similarity between the
estimated matrix and the ground-truth; (4) In addition to the FERET
and passport-like datasets used in [7,46], the large scale FRGC v2.0
dataset is also used in the experiments of this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the Adaptive Discriminative Learning framework for
dealing with SSPP problem. Sections 3 and 4 present the inference
of the within-class scatter matrix for the single sample by
exploiting the arithmetic mean and Riemannian mean respec-
tively. Section 5 summarizes the whole algorithm of ADA. Section
6 evaluated the ADA on three face databases. Finally, conclusion is
given in the last section.
2. Adaptive discriminant learning for SSPP face recognition

In the case of SSPP, many discriminant methods, e.g., the Fisher
Linear Discriminant Analysis, fail to work. In this section, we
begin with a brief introduction of the Fisher Linear Discriminant
Analysis and show why it fails in the case of SSPP scenario. Then
the proposed Adaptive Discriminant Learning (ADL) framework is
described briefly. After that, a key step in the framework, i.e.,
inferring the within-class scatter matrix from a single sample, is
introduced. Some deep discussion on the motivation and principle
behind our method is given in the last subsection.

2.1. Fisher linear discriminant analysis

Fisher Linear Discriminant (FLD) Analysis is an efficient dis-
criminant model for face recognition [1,6]. It aims to find a set of
most discriminative linear projections by maximizing the ratio of
the determinant of the between-class scatter matrix to that of the
within-class scatter matrix:

Wopt ¼ arg max
W

JWT SBWJ

JWT SW WJ
: ð1Þ

The within-class scatter matrix SW and between-class scatter
matrix SB are respectively defined as

SW ¼
Xc

i ¼ 1

X
xAXi

ðx�miÞðx�miÞ
T , ð2Þ
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SB ¼
Xc

i ¼ 1

Niðmi�mÞðmi�mÞT , ð3Þ

where c is the number of classes in the training set, Ni is the
number of samples from class i, mi is the mean of all samples in
class i, and m is the mean of all the samples in the training set.

From (2), we can see that, more than one sample is needed to
calculate the SW. So in the case of SSPP, SW degenerates to 0, then any
W can maximize (1) to be infinite which means FLD fails to work.

2.2. Adaptive discriminant learning framework

Since FLD cannot directly calculate the within-class scatter matrix
with only one sample per person, the ADL framework is proposed to
make the FLD-like methods applicable to the SSPP scenario by
inferring the within-class scatter matrix for each single sample as
shown in Fig. 1. First, the within-class scatter matrix is inferred from
the single sample by leveraging an auxiliary generic set; then the
between-class scatter matrix is directly calculated from the single
sample set; and finally the FLD model can be achieved by applying
the singular value decomposition on the inferred within-class scatter
matrix and the actual between-class scatter matrix. Here the generic
set is an auxiliary dataset with multiple samples per person, which
does not necessarily contain any person in the single sample set.

2.3. Estimation of the within-class scatter matrix of single sample

Clearly, the critical step in ADL framework is inferring the within-
class scatter matrix given a single sample. In AGL, the images from
different persons are assumed to be independent, so the cross
covariance matrix from different persons should be zeros, and thus
1
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structed from those of other persons by using least square regression.

However, in the real world, the images from different persons may
be relevant which means the cross covariance matrix is not zero, e.g.,
images from similar persons, and in this case AGL cannot estimate an
accurate within-class scatter matrix for the single sample. To handle
this problem, we further propose ADA to infer the within-class scatter
matrix of each single sample by using only a limited number of
neighbors who are most similar to the single sample.

Briefly speaking, ADA is based on the assumption that persons
who look alike each other are inclined to have similar intra-personal
variations. So intuitively, we can approximate the intra-personal
variations of any person by using a limited number of persons who
are similar enough to this person as shown in Fig. 2. Specifi-
cally, given a single sample, a limited number of neighbors are
first determined from the generic set by using kNN regression
or Lasso regression. Then the within-class scatter matrix for
this single sample is inferred by combining the within-class
matrices of these neighbors.

In this work, two combination methods are exploited, i.e.,
arithmetic mean (detailed in Section 3) and Riemannian mean
(detailed in Section 4). If the neighbors lie in a smaller region of
the single sample which means their within-class scatter matrices
can be considered to lie in an almost linear subspace, the within-
class scatter matrix of the single sample can be well inferred by
linearly combining those of the neighbors. This inference is
actually the weighted arithmetic mean of the neighboring within-
class scatter matrices. In contrast, if the neighbors spread in a
larger region, the corresponding within-class scatter matrices
should lie on a Riemannian manifold and cannot be considered
to be in a subspace anymore. In this case, the weighted
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Riemannian mean becomes a natural way for inferring the
within-class scatter matrix of the single sample.

2.4. Motivation of the adaptation

As is well known, the classic FLD assumes that all classes share
the same homoscedastic distribution. However, in real applica-
tions, it may not be reasonable to assume that the subjects from
different groups share the same within-class scatter matrix.
Intuitively speaking, the difference between subjects from differ-
ent groups (e.g., the Asian and the American) can be very large.
Therefore, it is more reasonable to assume they are heterosce-
dastic. It also explains why cross-database FLD (i.e., the generic
FLD method tested in this paper) performs very poor (see Table 2).
On the contrary, the subjects from the same group can be
assumed statistically homoscedastic, and in this case homosce-
dastic FLD becomes applicable. The above analysis explains our
motivation to transfer the within-class model of the generic set to
the specific single sample set.

In this work, we assume the generic set is a large dataset with
images collected from different sources and even probably from
different people groups, therefore they are essentially heterosce-
dastic. We also reasonably assume the subjects in the single
sample set are from the same people group, so they are statisti-
cally homoscedastic. Therefore, we aim to estimate the total
within-class scatter matrix of the single sample set by re-
sampling the generic set. Specifically, we first estimate the
within-class scatter matrix for each subject in the single sample
set and then we average all the matrices to approximate the
total within-class scatter for all the subjects in the single
sample set.

In short, we are actually estimating the homoscedastic within-
class distribution of the single sample set by re-sampling the
heteroscedastic within-class distribution of the generic set.
3. Inferring the within-class scatter matrix by arithmetic
mean

Face images can be considered lying on a manifold and the
corresponding within-class scatter matrices lie on a manifold as well.
If the single sample and its neighbors lie in a small region, the
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case of neighbors spreading in a non-linear region.
corresponding two local regions on these two manifolds can be both
considered as linear subspace as shown in Fig. 3(a). As a result, the
neighborhood relationship on the manifold of within-class scatter
matrices is same as that on the manifold of face images.
Therefore, the neighborhood relationship determined on the
face image manifold can be directly used for estimating the
within-class scatter matrix of a single sample on the within-
class scatter matrix manifold. In this work, the neighbors and
the combining weights are obtained by two methods, kNN and
Lasso regression, as described below.

3.1. What can similar persons having similar intra-class variations

tell us?

We observe that the persons who look alike have similar
expression, aging, and pose variations with a high probability.
That is, similar persons usually have similar intra-personal varia-
tions. This indicates that the within-class scatter matrices change
slowly between similar persons, and should lie on a manifold, in
fact on a Riemannian manifold [47]. Meanwhile, the face images
also lie on a manifold. Intuitively these two manifolds should
have similar structure, which means if person i is a neighbor of
person j, then the within-class scatter matrix of person i is also a
neighbor of the within-class scatter matrix of person j, because
they both capture the relationship between person i and j just by
using different statistical measures, i.e., the raw feature or the
covariance of feature.

Since the within-class scatter matrices lie on a Riemannian
manifold, the ones in a local region can be considered to lie in a
linear subspace. Based on this observation, the within-class
scatter matrix of a single sample can be estimated by using a
linear combination of its near neighbors. The question is how to
know the neighbors without knowing the exact within-class
scatter matrix? Fortunately, as mentioned above, the manifold
of within-class scatter matrices and the manifold of face images
have similar structures, that is, their neighborhood relationships
are almost the same as each other (as in Fig. 3(a)). Hence for each
single sample, its neighbors and their corresponding weights
determined from the face images manifold can be used on the
manifold of within-class scatter matrices.

Formally, we first denote the random variable of the image set
from any person as X, and f ðXÞ ¼ SW ¼ XXT as the corresponding
j

i

j
k

k

Local region of Manifold of SW

SW
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d: (a) The local region of face image manifold and the corresponding SW manifold

etween the estimation using the arithmetic mean and the ground truth appears in
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within-class scatter matrix. Here X is the variable after centraliza-
tion, i.e., the subtraction of the mean. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a),
the face image manifold is locally linear in a small region, and the
corresponding SW manifold is also locally linear in the corre-
sponding small region. Then we can reveal that the mapping
function f(X) is almost linear in the small region. A detailed
analysis of the neighborhood relationship between the SW mani-
fold and the face image manifold is given below.

Lemma 1. The within-class scatter matrix f(X) can be considered as

a linear function of X in a local region.

Proof. According to Taylor series, we have

f ðXÞ ¼ XXT
¼ X0XT

0þX0ðX�X0Þ
T
þðX�X0ÞX

T
0þðX�X0ÞðX�X0Þ

T , ð4Þ

where X0 is the mean of the neighbors within the small region
around X. Therefore, the high order terms are small and can be
ignored in (4), and then we have

f ðXÞ � X0XT
0þX0ðX�X0Þ

T
þðX�X0ÞX

T
0 ¼ XXT

0þX0XT
�X0XT

0 ¼
n

f̂ ðXÞ: ð5Þ

From (5), we observe that f(X) can be considered linear in this
local region where X is close enough to X0. With this observation,
we can further obtain that the neighborhood relationship on two
manifolds related to X and SW is preserved.

Lemma 2. The neighborhood relationship on face image manifold is

preserved on the manifold of the within-class scatter matrices.

Proof. In a small region, when the neighbors are close enough to
the single sample, X can be linearly reconstructed by k neighbors
Xm1,Xm2, . . . ,Xmk with the reconstructed coefficients denoted as
om1,om2, . . . ,omk and

Pk
i ¼ 1 omi ¼ 1, namely,

X ¼om1Xm1þom2Xm2þ � � � þomkXmk: ð6Þ

Following Lemma 1, we can arrive at

f ðXÞ � XXT
0þX0XT

�X0XT
0

¼ ðom1Xm1þom2Xm2þ � � � þomkXmkÞX
T
0

þX0ðom1Xm1þom2Xm2þ � � � þomkXmkÞ
T
�
Xk

i ¼ 1

omiX0XT
0

¼ ðom1Xm1XT
0þom1X0XT

m1�om1X0XT
0Þþ � � �

þðomkXmkXT
0þomkX0XT

mk�omkX0XT
0Þ

¼om1 f̂ ðXm1Þþom2 f̂ ðXm2Þþ � � � þomkf̂ ðXmkÞ: ð7Þ

Following (5), we can further have

f ðXÞ �om1f ðXm1Þþom2f ðXm2Þþ � � � þomkf ðXmkÞ: & ð8Þ

From the above two lemmas, we can conclude that the within-
class scatter matrix of a single sample can be estimated by using
the linear combination of the within-class scatter matrices of its
neighbors who are determined in a small region on the face image
manifold.

3.2. How to find the neighbors and corresponding weights?

Having (8), if we can obtain the neighbors and corresponding
weights, we can infer the within-class scatter matrix of the single
sample. According to Lemma 2, we can determine the neighbors
and the corresponding coefficients on the face image manifold. In
our study, two methods, kNN regression and Lasso regression, are
employed to determine the neighbors and corresponding weights.

Formally, we denote the single sample set as

G¼ ½xg
1,xg

2, . . . ,xg
M�ARd�M , ð9Þ

where xi
g is the sample from the i-th person in the single sample

set, d is the feature dimension, and M is the number of persons
(i.e., samples). We also denote the generic set as

A¼ ½Xt
1,Xt

2, . . . ,Xt
c�ARd�N , ð10Þ

where Xi
t is the samples from the i-th person, c is the number of

the persons in the generic set and N is the total number of images
from all persons. Note that the persons in this set can have no
overlap with those in the single sample set, and may be captured
under different conditions from the single sample set.

kNN regression: kNN is the most common method to find
neighbors. Given xi

g (the sample of the i-th person in the single
sample set), we first simply find its k nearest neighboring persons

in the generic set. Then, we assign a weight oi
j to each neighbor in

the generic set as

oi
j ¼

sðxg
i ,mt

j Þ, mt
j A kNN of xg

i ,

0 otherwise,

(
ð11Þ

where mj
t is the sample mean of the j-th person in the generic set

computed as

mt
j ¼

1

Nj

XNj

l ¼ 1

xt
j,l, ð12Þ

xt
j,l is the l-th sample of j-th person in generic set, Nj is the number

of samples from j-th person and sð:Þ measures the similarity of
two samples. kNN is simple yet without guarantee of comple-
mentation among the neighbors. So, Lasso regression is adopted
alternatively.

Lasso regression represents the single sample by sparsely linear
combination of other samples. To keep the sparsity of the
regression coefficients, the samples in the generic set that are
more similar to the single sample will have larger coefficients,
and coefficients of most samples will be zero. So Lasso regression
can determine the neighbors and coefficients simultaneously.

Formally, the weights for all the c persons in the generic set
are simultaneously optimized by the following minimizing pro-
cedure [48]:

ðoi
1,oi

2, . . . ,oi
cÞ ¼ arg min

o1 ,o2 ,...,oc

1

2
xg

i �
Xc

j ¼ 1

oj �m
t
j

������
������

2

2

þl9o91, ð13Þ

where o¼ ðo1,o2, . . . ,ocÞ. Here, it is worth pointing out that, we
do not give the exact definition of neighbors in Lasso regression.
Nevertheless, in the cost function, the L1 constraint term can lead
to many zero weights. In other words, only a few of persons will
be assigned non-zero weights. All these persons with non-zero
weights can be regarded as ‘neighbors’.

3.3. Inferring the within-class scatter matrix of the single sample

After obtaining the neighbors and their corresponding weights
by (11) or (13), we can estimate the within-class scatter matrix
Sg

W ,i of the i-th person with single sample xi
g, by linearly combin-

ing of the within-class scatter matrices of the neighbors deter-
mined from the generic set according to (8) as follows:

Sg
W ,i ¼

Xc

j ¼ 1

oi
jS

t
W ,j, ð14Þ

where St
W ,j is the within-class scatter matrix of the j-th person in

the generic set. In fact (14) is the weighted arithmetic mean of the
within-class scatter matrices of the neighbors.

4. Inferring the within-class scatter matrix by Riemannian
mean

If the neighbors lie in a small region around the single sample,
the within-class scatter matrix of this single sample can be well
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estimated by using the arithmetic mean in (14). Then what will
happen if the neighbors spread in a large region?

Actually a gap between the estimated one and the ground
truth will appear as shown in Fig. 3(b). To bridge this gap, we
propose to employ the Riemannian mean to infer the within-class
scatter matrix of a single sample and give a solution for the
Riemannian mean to avoid the singular problem for matrix
logarithm.

4.1. Gap between the arithmetic mean and Riemannian mean

The within-class scatter matrix is quadratic of the images, so the
manifold of within-class scatter matrices may have a higher dimen-
sion than face image manifold. For this reason, the neighbors may lie
in a large region, and cannot be considered as a linear subspace
anymore. In this case, the within-class scatter matrix estimated by
(14) should lie in the subspace spanned by the within-class scatter
matrices of the neighbors denoted as ‘Arithmetic SW’ shown in
Fig. 3(b).

However, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the ground truth within-
class scatter matrix of the single sample should lie on the same
Riemannian manifold as the neighbors, like the ‘Ground Truth
SW’ in Fig. 3(b). So a gap between the estimated within-class
scatter matrix by (14) and the ground truth appears. And the
larger the region that the neighbors spread in, the bigger
the gap.

This gap appears because we still exploit the arithmetic mean
in a large region which cannot be considered as a linear subspace
anymore. Thus a natural way to bridge this gap is to calculate the
mean on the manifold, i.e., Riemannian mean.

4.2. Inferring the within-class scatter matrix with Riemannian mean

As in [49], the Riemannian mean can be obtained as follows:

Sg
W ,i ¼ arg min

S

Xc

j ¼ 1

d2
ðS,St

W ,jÞ, ð15Þ

where the St
W ,j is the within-class scatter matrix of j-th person in

the generic set. The estimated Sg
W ,i is expected to be as close to the

ground truth Sgn
W ,i as possible. Inspired by the LLE [50], the

estimated within-class scatter matrix should capture the intrinsic
neighborhood geometry same as the ground truth. So we further
exploit the weighted mean as follows:

Sg
W ,i ¼ arg min

S

Xc

j ¼ 1

oi
jd

2
ðS,St

W ,jÞ: ð16Þ

Here oi
j is used to characterize the local geometry of the i-th

single sample xi
g, so only the neighbors should have non-zero

values. According to [49], (16) can be efficiently solved as

Sg
W ,i ¼ exp

1Pc
j ¼ 1 oi

j

Xc

j ¼ 1

oi
j logðSt

W ,jÞ

0
@

1
A: ð17Þ

In the case of SSPP, there are two problems in (17). One is how to
set the weights oi

j to preserve the local geometry and the other is
how to calculate the logarithm for singular matrix St

W ,j.

4.2.1. Setting the weights

In (16), the weights oi
j are used to capture the local geometry,

i.e., the local neighborhood relationship, and the similarity
between the ground truth within-class scatter matrix and St

W ,j is
a good choice:

oi
j ¼ sðSgn

W ,i,S
t
W ,jÞ: ð18Þ
However, we do not know the ground truth, so it is impossible to
obtain the exact similarity. Fortunately, we can approximate it by
using the similarity obtained from X and therefore oi

j can be
calculated same as in (11) or (13).
4.2.2. Solution for the Riemannian mean

In practice, most persons in the generic set may only have a
limited number of samples, which is generally much smaller than
the feature dimension. That is, St

W ,j is generally singular. Since the
matrix logarithm operation is only defined for nonsingular
matrix, (17) fails to work in this case. But we observe that the
matrix logarithm operation can be well estimated by its first-
order approximation as below.

For nonsingular symmetric matrix, the logarithm operation
can be formulated as

logðSÞ ¼ logðUSUT
Þ ¼U logðSÞUT

¼U logðL2
ÞUT
¼ 2U logðLÞUT ,

ð19Þ

where U is the eigenvectors of S, S is the diagonal eigen-
value matrix and L is the element-wise square root of S. Note
that logðLÞ is operated on each diagonal element of L
independently.

For clarity, we define gðxÞ ¼ logðxÞ and expand it at x0 ¼ ne,
then we have

gðxÞ ¼ gðx0Þþg0ðx0Þðx�x0ÞþhðxÞ � gðx0Þþg0ðx0Þðx�x0Þ

¼ logðx0Þþ
1

x0
ðx�x0Þ ¼ logðnÞþ

1

ne
x, ð20Þ

where h(x) is the high-order term and (1/e)x is the first-order
term of g(x). In this work, n is set to 1 for simplicity. Correspond-
ingly, (19) can be estimated by using the first-order approxima-
tion as

logðSÞ ¼ logðUSUT
Þ �

2

e
ULUT : ð21Þ

Though the first-order approximation may lead to some
information loss, it has a great advantage that it can still work
for the singular covariance matrix. With the first-order approx-
imation, the estimated within-class scatter matrix of a single
sample using (17) can be calculated as

Sg
W ,i ¼ exp

1Pc
j ¼ 1 oi

j

Xc

j ¼ 1

oi
j logðSt

W ,jÞ

0
@

1
A

� exp
2

e �
Pc

j ¼ 1 oi
j

Xc

j ¼ 1

oi
jU

t
W ,jL

t
W ,jðU

t
W ,jÞ

T

0
@

1
A, ð22Þ

where Ut
W ,j and Lt

W ,j are the eigenvectors and diagonal matrix of
square root of eigenvalues of St

W ,j.
5. Algorithm of adaptive discriminant analysis

As mentioned above, in practice, the samples in the single
sample set can be assumed be collected from similar sources,
therefore their within-class scatter matrices are roughly homo-
scedastic. So, the total within-class scatter matrix of the given
single sample set can be approximated by averaging that of each
subject as

Sg
W ¼

XM
i ¼ 1

Sg
W ,i: ð23Þ
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Meanwhile, the total between-class scatter matrix can also be
directly calculated by using the samples in the single sample
set:

Sg
B ¼

XM
i ¼ 1

ðxg
i �mgÞðx

g
i �mgÞ

T ,

mg ¼
1

M

XM
i ¼ 1

xg
i : ð24Þ

Now, we can learn the ADA model with the estimated within-
class scatter matrix and the actual between-class scatter matrix
as below:

Wopt ¼ arg max
W

JWT Sg
BWJ

JWT Sg
W WJ

, ð25Þ

which can be solved by using the generalized eigenvalue decom-
position. The proposed Adaptive Discriminant Analysis algorithm
is summarized in Table 1.

It seems that ADA is a little more complex than directly
applying FLD on the generic set. However, in terms of computa-
tion complexity, it takes almost the same time as the FLD.
Specifically, the AGL and ADA with arithmetic mean take roughly
equal time as the FLD. The ADA with Riemannian mean takes a
little more time, but it can estimate the within-class scatter
matrix more accurately, thus leading to better recognition
performance.
6. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our ADA method for the SSPP
problem on three large databases: FERET [51], a real-world
passport-like face database and FRGC database [52]. We first
evaluate the influence of the main parameters in ADA; then
evaluate how closely the estimated within-class scatter matrices
can approach the ground truth; finally compare with the existing
methods for SSPP problem.

As mentioned, our ADA exploits two methods, kNN and Lasso
regression, to determine the neighbors and also two methods,
arithmetic mean and Riemannian mean, to combine the within-
class scatter matrices for estimation. For short, we denote the
ADA using kNN to find neighbors and arithmetic mean for
Table 1
Algorithm of adaptive discriminant analysis.

Input: A single sample set G and a generic set A.

Step 1: Compute mj
t and St

W ,j for each class in the gen

Step 2: for each xi
g in the single sample set:

(a) Find its neighbors and corresponding weig

(b) Estimate Sg
W ,i according to (14) or (22).

Step 3: Compute the total within-class and between-

(a) Compute the total within-class scatter ma

(b) Compute the total between-class scatter m

Step 4: Learn ADA model by (25).

Fig. 4. Examples from (a) FERET and (b) the real world passport-
estimation as ADA-AM-kNN, ADA using Lasso regression to find
neighbors and arithmetic mean for estimation as ADA-AM-Lasso,
ADA using kNN to find neighbors and Riemannian mean for
estimation as ADA-RM-kNN, ADA using Lasso regression to find
neighbors and Riemannian mean for estimation as ADA-RM-Lasso

respectively.

6.1. Databases for evaluation

In our experiment, three databases are involved for evaluation.
The first one is the FERET database [51] (some examples are
shown in Fig. 4(a)), whose gallery contains 1196 images, one
image per person. According to the FERET evaluation protocol,
there are four probe sets: fafb, fafc, dupI, and dupII. The images in
fafb and fafc sets are with expression variations and lighting
variations respectively, and the images in dupI and dupII sets are
collected at different dates.

The second test database contains the real world passport-like
images collected by ourselves. The gallery consists of 3000
persons with a single image per person, and the probe set has
4190 images. Some example faces are shown in Fig. 4(b). Here, it
is worth pointing out that, the images for the same person in this
database were acquired with the interval of a few years and with
various image acquiring devices. Therefore, this datasets forms a
quite challenging SSPP scenario.

The third one is FRGC version 2.0 database [52]. FRGC database
consists of about 50,000 recordings divided into training and
validation partitions. It has six experiments, among which experi-
ments 1 and 4 study the performance of face recognition in
controlled and uncontrolled conditions respectively. Experiments
1 and 4 share the same target set consisting of 16,028 images
collected in controlled condition. For experiment 1, the query set
consists of 16,028 controlled images, while for experiment 4 the
query set consists of 8014 uncontrolled images. All images in each
target or query set correspond to 466 persons, and some exam-
ples are shown in Fig. 5(a). We also evaluate our method on this
database. But, different from the typical protocol for face verifica-
tion, here we perform face identification tasks since this paper
attempts to address the SSPP problem. Because the full target set
has multiple images for each person, one image per person is
randomly selected to form the single sample set to simulate the
SSPP problem. So the single sample set for FRGC database
eric set.

hts by kNN (11) or Lasso (13) regression.

class scatter matrices.

trix according to (23)

atrix according to (24)

like databases. Images in each column are from one person.



Fig. 5. Examples from (a) FRGC database and (b) the generic set. Images in each column are from one person.
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Fig. 6. Rank-1 face recognition rate with different parameters in ADA: (a) results with different k for ADA-AM-kNN and (b) results with different t for ADA-AM-Lasso.

Table 2
Comparison of rank-1 face recognition rates of our ADA under two different

parameter settings: the so-called optimal parameters and the parameters set by

cross-validation (CV).

Methods
Parameter
settings

FERET Passport-like
database

fafb fafc dupI dupII

ADA-AM-kNN
Optimal 0.901 0.748 0.525 0.368 0.520

CV 0.895 0.748 0.519 0.368 0.511

ADA-AM-Lasso
Optimal 0.912 0.758 0.519 0.372 0.508

CV 0.905 0.758 0.514 0.372 0.507

ADA-RM kNN
Optimal 0.926 0.778 0.526 0.402 0.535

CV 0.921 0.773 0.513 0.390 0.533

ADA-RM-Lasso
Optimal 0.916 0.768 0.532 0.393 0.514

CV 0.913 0.753 0.532 0.385 0.505
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contains 466 images, one image per person. The two query sets
are used directly as the probe sets containing 8014 and 16,028
images respectively.

For these three test databases, we use the same generic set,
which consists of the images from two databases: XM2VTS [53]
and the training set of CAS-PEAL [54]. The XM2VTS database
contains 3440 images of 295 persons taken over a period of four
months with slight head pose and illumination variations. The
CAS-PEAL training set contains 1200 images of 300 persons. The
images cover large variations mainly due to expression and
lighting. So, we obtain a generic set with 4640 images of 595
persons by merging the XM2VTS and CAS-PEAL databases. Some
examples images in the generic set are shown in Fig. 5(b).

In our experiments, all face images are aligned according to
manually labeled eye locations, normalized to 40n50 pixels and
preprocessed by histogram equalization.
6.2. Influence of parameters

In our method, the main parameter is k and l in kNN
regression in (11) and Lasso regression in (13). So we evaluate
how performance changes with these parameters on fafb which is
the largest probe set of FERET. We take the arithmetic mean based
ADA as an example for evaluating the influence of k and l as
shown in Fig. 6, however, we have the similar observations for
Riemannian mean based ADA as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
Actually (13) is solved in its equivalent form:

ðoi
1,oi

2, . . . ,oi
cÞ ¼ arg min

o1 ,o2 ,...,oc

1

2
xg

i �
Xc

j ¼ 1

oj �m
t
j

������
������

2

2

,

s:t:
Xc

j ¼ 1

9oj91ot: ð26Þ

So, here we evaluate the performance of ADA over different t

instead of l.
Fig. 6 shows the performance of different k in ADA-AM-kNN

and different t in ADA-AM-Lasso respectively. Note that, the
Generic FLD stands for FLD method trained on the generic set
and tested on the probe set.

From Fig. 6, it is clear that, no matter how to set the parameter,
the proposed method always outperforms generic FLD. It can be
also seen that the recognition rates of our method change slowly
with the parameters k and t which forms an advantage of our
method. Based on these results, k can be safely set to be smaller
than 10, while t can be set to a value smaller than 1.0.

To further investigate the insensitivity of ADA to para-
meters, we also evaluate its performance when setting its
parameters by cross-validation. The evaluation results on the
FERET and passport-like databases are shown in Table 2, with
the comparison to the results under the optimal parameters.
The so-called optimal parameters are determined by searching
in a range, i.e., [1 20] for k in kNN and [0.0001 2] for t in Lasso in
our method. In contrast, for the cross-validation setting, the
parameters are determined by validating on an independent
validation set. Specifically, for the evaluation on FERET, the
standard training set of FERET database is used as the valida-
tion set, and for the passport-like database, 3230 passport-like
images of another 1500 subjects are collected as the validation
set. From the comparisons, we can find that the performance
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Fig. 7. Estimation accuracy in terms of cosine similarity between the estimated and the ground truth SW. The horizontal axis represents the k in kNN-ADA or t in Lasso-

ADA. The vertical axis represents the mean estimation accuracy with the standard variance bar: (a) estimation accuracy from ADA-kNN and (b) estimation accuracy from

ADA-Lasso.
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under cross-validation setting only decreases slightly, com-
pared with the best tuned ones, i.e., the optimal ones. These
comparisons further illustrate the insensitivity of our method
to its free parameters.

6.3. Accuracy of the estimation for within-class scatter matrix of

single sample

To evaluate how well the estimated SW from ADA and AGL can
approach the ground truth SW, we calculate their similarity as the
measurement for evaluating the accuracy of the estimation.

Since the subjects in FRGC target set have multiple images per
person, ground truth SW of each subject is available. So, the
accuracy of estimation is evaluated on this database. The full
FRGC target set contains 16,028 images corresponding to 466
individuals with maximum 88, and minimum four images per
person. One image of each person in the target set is randomly
selected to form the single sample set.

The ground truth SW of each subject is calculated by using all
his/her images in the target set. Then SW for each sample in the
single sample set is estimated by using ADA with (14) and (22).
Finally, the similarity of the estimated and ground truth SW for
each person is calculated through cosine function. The mean and
standard variance of these similarities is shown in Fig. 7.

As seen, the estimation accuracy of AGL is 0.07. For kNN based
ADA, the estimation accuracy of ADA with arithmetic mean is
between 0.27 and 0.48, and that of ADA with Riemannian mean is
between 0.35 and 0.51. In Lasso based ADA, the estimation
accuracy of the ADA with arithmetic mean is between 0.17 and
0.30, and that of the ADA with Riemannian mean is between 0.27
and 0.50.

From these results, we can see that (1) ADA can indeed infer a
more accurate within-class scatter matrix for the single sample
than AGL. (2) ADA with Riemannian mean can further obtain a
better estimation than ADA with arithmetic mean. (3) kNN based
ADA and Lasso regression based ADA perform similarly well.

Additionally, the similarity between the estimated total SW

and the ground truth total SW are evaluated as shown in Fig. 8,
from which the same conclusion can be drawn.

As presented previously, our method is based on the fact that
the neighbors should share similar intra-class variations with the
single sample. Intuitively, this should imply that, the estimation
will be more accurate if the neighbors are closer to the single
sample. To validate this guess, we explore how the estimation
accuracy is affected by the distance of the neighbors to the single
sample. The results are shown in Fig. 9, which plots the relation-
ship between the estimation accuracy and the distance of the
neighbors to the single sample. For example, the first bar



Table 3
Rank-1 face recognition rates on FERET and the real world passport-like databases.

Methods

FERET

Passport-like database
fafb fafc dupI dupII

PCA [18] 0.896 0.134 0.399 0.150 0.168

PC2A [20] 0.896 0.144 0.404 0.150 0.170

LBP [24] 0.976 0.557 0.575 0.329 0.335

Block FLD [37] 0.783 0.485 0.432 0.321 0.393

SVD-FLD [26] 0.833 0.253 0.314 0.120 0.202

LPOE [11] 0.891 0.134 0.421 0.158 0.165

FLD-VirtualImg 0.853 0.093 0.430 0.210 0.182

Generic FLD [41] 0.841 0.675 0.475 0.235 0.263

Generic FLD-Sb(SSS) 0.792 0.665 0.469 0.222 0.267

AGL [7] 0.890 0.720 0.515 0.350 0.455
ADA-AM-kNN 0.901 0.748 0.525 0.368 0.520
ADA-AM-Lasso 0.912 0.758 0.519 0.372 0.508

ADA-RM-kNN 0.926 0.778 0.526 0.402 0.535
ADA-RM-Lasso 0.916 0.768 0.532 0.393 0.514
FERET-FLD 0.980 0.711 0.616 0.316 –
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represents the mean similarity of the ground truth and the
estimated SW with all neighbors similar with the single sample
between 0 and 0.1.

From Fig. 9, we can see (1) the closer the neighbors are to the
single sample, the more accurate the estimation is; (2) the closer
the neighbors are to the single sample, the smaller the accuracy
gap between the arithmetic mean and the Riemannian mean. In
other words, if the neighbors are closer to the single sample, the
within-class scatter matrices of the neighbors and the single
sample are more likely to lie in a linear subspace and the gap
between the ADA with arithmetic mean and with Riemannian
mean becomes smaller. And even if the similarities between the
neighbors and the single sample are large enough, for example
larger than 0.8, the arithmetic mean works better than Rieman-
nian mean. This might be attributed to information loss caused by
the first-order approximation in (22).

6.4. Comparison with the existing methods

In this subsection, we compare our method with other
typical methods dealing with SSPP problem. Among them,
PCA, (PC)2A, LBP, SVD-based FLD and Block FLD only use
information from the single sample set; LPOE and FLD-
VirtualImg employ the virtually generated images; Generic
FLD only uses the generic set without adaptation. To make a
deep comparison, the Generic FLD with the SB directly calcu-
lated from the single sample set is also evaluated. Our AGL and
ADA utilizes the information from the generic set to benefit the
model for the single sample set. The basic information about
these methods is briefly described in the following.

(1) PCA [18]: PCA is trained directly on the single sample set with
500 dimensions preserving about 95% energy. (2) ðPCÞ2A [20]: The
weight of projection-combined face images is set to 0.3 according to
[20]. ðPCÞ2A is also trained on the single sample set. (3) LBP [24]: Since
the spatial partition of the face image is important to LBP, we tried
different numbers of image blocks, and report the best result achieved
with 80 blocks. (4) SVD-FLD [26]: Since the width and height of image
are not equal in our experiment, so the within-class scatter matrix
degenerates to SW ¼ ð1=cÞ

Pc
k ¼ 1½ðAk�AkÞ

T
ðAk�AkÞ�. (5) Block FLD

[37]: For Block FLD, the key parameter is the size of image blocks;
we tested four different sizes, and report the best result with 10n25
size. (6) LPOE [11]: Generate 100 virtual images according to [11]. (7)
FLD-VirtualImg: FLD [6] is trained on the virtual images from LPOE. (8)
Generic FLD [41]: Fisherfaces are trained on the generic set. The
peak result is presented by ransacking all dimensions. (9)
Generic FLD-Sb(SSS): The SW is calculated from the generic set,
while SB from the single sample set as in (24). (10) AGL [7]: The
PCA dimension is set the same as in [7]. (11) ADA-AM-kNN: ADA
uses kNN to find neighbors and arithmetic mean for estimation.
(12) ADA-AM-Lasso: ADA uses Lasso regression to find neigh-
bors and arithmetic mean for estimation. (13) ADA-RM-kNN:
ADA uses kNN to find neighbors and Riemannian mean for SW

estimation. (14) ADA-RM-Lasso: ADA uses Lasso regression to
find neighbors and Riemannian mean for estimation. (15)
FERET-FLD [6]: Fisherfaces are trained on the training set of
FERET. In should be noted that, the training set of FERET
contains images collected in the same condition as the test
set of FERET, but no training images are in test set. Models
obtained by this method are employed to just simulate the
ground truth model and show how well the proposed ADA can
approach the ground truth, so it should not be compared to
other methods.

Table 3 gives the comparison results of above methods on FERET
and the real-world passport-like databases based on gray intensity
feature. As seen, we can have that (1) methods only using the single
sample set, virtual images, or only the generic set, e.g., (PC)2A, LPOE
and Generic FLD, perform not very well on most test sets; In
contrast, the proposed AGL and ADA with an adaptation perform
much better, even up to 6% and 14% on the more challenging real-
world passport-like database. (2) ADA with Riemannian mean
performs better than ADA with arithmetic mean up to 3.4%.
(3) kNN and Lasso regression based ADA perform similarly well.
(4) Compared to the FERET-FLD which is employed to stand for the
‘ground truth model’, ADA performs worse on fafb and dupI, but
surprisingly performs better on fafc and dupII. This illustrates that
our ADA can estimate a within-class scatter matrix for the single
sample comparable to the ‘ground truth’.

We also evaluate the proposed ADA on the FRGC v2 database.
Since the above experiments have shown that AGL and ADA are
much better than other methods that exploited only the single
sample set or the virtual images, here we only evaluate the ADA-
AM-kNN, ADA-AM-Lasso, ADA-RM-kNN and ADA-RM-Lasso, AGL,
Generic FLD and Generic FLD-Sb(SSS). Besides, the results of
ground truth FLD trained on the full FRGC target set is also given
denoted as ‘Ground Truth FLD’.

As mentioned in Section 6.1, we form two face identification
tasks based on the datasets of FRGC experiments 1 and 4 respec-
tively. Among them, experiment 1 explores the face identification
for controlled test images. In Fig. 10, the kNN based ADA and Lasso
based ADA are compared with existing methods on experiment 1.

We can see that AGL outperforms Generic FLD, Generic FLD-
Sb(SSS) and ADA can further perform better than AGL. As
expected, the ADA with Riemannian mean works better than
ADA with arithmetic mean, which demonstrates that the ADA
framework can achieve a better estimation of the recognition
model. Another clear observation from Fig. 10 is that, the Ground
Truth FLD outperforms all other methods including ADA signifi-
cantly. However, this is reasonable and does not depreciate the
proposed ADA method, since the testing images have similar
distribution with the ground truth training data.

Compared with experiment 1, experiment 4 is much challen-
ging since it deals with face images captured in uncontrolled
environment. Fig. 11 gives the comparison of the kNN base ADA
and Lasso based ADA with existing methods on experiment 4.
From these two figures, we can reach similar conclusion as the
previous experiment in spite of all methods reporting much
lower recognition rates. Nevertheless, in this experiment, the
proposed ADA methods achieve comparable accuracies to the
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Fig. 10. Performance variations w.r.t. different (a) k in kNN based ADA and (b) t in lasso based ADA on FRGC experiment 1.
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Ground Truth FLD. The ADA with Riemannian mean even sur-
prisingly outperforms the Ground Truth FLD. This is interesting
but can be well interpreted by the following fact: the images in
the target set of FRGC experiment 4 are all collected in controlled
condition, so the Ground Truth FLD trained on these images does
not model the uncontrolled variations in the testing images, and
thus degenerates the performance abruptly. On the contrary, our
generic set contains some images with uncontrolled variations,
which is exploited by our ADA and thus improves the recognition
accuracy.
7. Conclusion and future works

To deal with the SSPP problem, we propose Adaptive Discriminant
Learning framework to estimate the within-class scatter matrix for
each single sample and then exploit the Fisher Linear Discriminant
Analysis to learn an adaptive discriminant model with the estimated
within-class scatter matrix and the actual between-class scatter
matrix of the single sample set. Thus, our ADL not only exploits the
between-class discriminative information among samples in the
single sample set, but also adaptively borrows the within-class
variations from the generic set.

Under the ADL framework, the within-class scatter matrix of
single sample is inferred by combining that of the subjects from the
generic set. AGL linearly combines the within-class scatter matrices of
all subjects from the generic set, while ADA only combines that of a
limited number of neighbors with linear arithmetic mean or non-
linear Riemannian mean. As evaluated on several large scale data-
bases, ADL can estimated a more accurate model for the single
sample set, and especially ADA with Riemannian mean achieved an
impressive performance.

Although a great improvement has been obtained, however, there
is still large room for the future progress as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
Besides the SSPP problem, our work could also be applicable for the
small sample size scenario, which will be explored in future.
Furthermore, as a general method adapting FLD-like method to SSPP
problem, our method can be similarly further extended to other
variants of FLD as long as they need to estimate the within-class
scatter matrices from the single sample set.
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